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The Thinking Skills Conference
The online conference emerged from discussions about how to bring
high profile world-renowned figures in education, management and
leadership into direct contact with busy head teachers. The
challenge was to engage head teachers with world-class thinkers
despite the constraints placed upon them by their heavy workload
and geographical location. The proposed solution was that this could
be accomplished through the creation of a conference strategy for
the community space of the National College for School Leadership.

“Thinking Skills” as a conference focus was proposed as the
conference topic by an Ultralab Facilitator and made possible by the
agreement of Dr Edward de Bono to be the keynote online guest.
Detailed conference planning suggested that the conference could
benefit from having several online guests exploring aspects of the
creation of thinking schools. Subsequently Prof. Robert Fisher and
Dr Vivienne Baumfield agreed to post papers and answer questions
on different aspects of the conference subject.

The main objective of the conference was to explore the use
of the community tools in engendering high quality debate between
head teachers and high profile figures but it became apparent
quickly that other college objectives could also be addressed in
parallel with the main aim. The event provided an exceptional focus
for cohesive co-operative action across the newly emerging NCSL
departments and partners. It engendered opportunities for raising the

profile of the college in the wider educational world through
showcasing the college’s innovative approach to online activities.

The conference was advertised to all 13,000 registered users
and 1200 applied online to attend. The conference ran for seven day
with 63 users asking detailed questions and receiving equally
detailed answers. The 11,685 hits on content from June 18th to June

30th and 2200 hits in July seem to indicate that more users read the
content than asked questions. Since the conference finished there
has been a steady stream of enquires to join and read the content



                                                                                           

and the conference area has become an on-going community, the
latest phase of which has been the mounting of a face-to-face
seminar (see below).

Lessons Learnt from the Conference
ß The opportunity to engage with high profile guests in a

conference format straight to busy school leaders’ desktops
excited great interest.

ß High profile people are willing to give of their time and energy.
ß The strategy of launching a community of practice from a

conference format may have some advantages, building as it
does on participants’ existing interest.

ß Conference papers do not need to be weighty. The benefits to
participants emerge from the conference contributions.

ß Many conference participants seemed to want advice and
straightforward answers to immediate practical issues of
implementation.

ß Many conference participants shared openly and willingly their
experience and resources for the benefit of others.

ß The conference items received contributions from 63 different
individuals, many contributing more than once, making a total
of 131 contributions from members.

ß The ratio of contributors (63) to registrations (1200) was
approximately 5%, yet the hits on content, 11,685 in 13 days,
suggests a high proportion of observers in the conference.

ß The 63 contributors came almost equally from Talking Heads
and Virtual Heads

ß There is clear evidence in the conference contributions that
school leaders valued the conference as a sounding board
that offered the opportunity to share in everyone else's
experiences. Moreover, the access to a wealth of knowledge
and approaches that they could never have gathered
individually was also valued.

ß One hotseat guest in the online conference did not attract the

expected interest. Further research is needed to determine
the reasons for this.

The Thinking Skills Leading Edge Seminar
The seminar arose from discussions within the conference planning
team. The model proposed was that once the Thinking Skills Online
Community had been established through the online conference
then one possible extension activity would be a Face-to-Face event
during which community members could plan a program of work that
they could continue online. The possibility of a cyclical model of
online and face-to-face activity sustaining the momentum of change
in schools was outlined. The model proposed web-broadcasting of a
live event while simultaneously running online discussion items in
the community that would allow remote community members to
interact with the main seminar presenter and seminar attendees. The
model proposed linking all onsite attendees through laptops and
wireless technology to the community discussion items.



                                                                                           

The seminar was planned as part of the NCSL Leading Edge
Programme, was advertised extensively and took place on Sept 23rd

2002. Some changes had to be made to the model due to financial
and organizational constraints but the day went sufficiently to plan to
be deemed successful and to allow recommendations for
modifications to the model for future events. Unfortunately, the
planned the web-broadcast that would have given community
members access to the conference did not take place but the
availability of wireless laptops did allow for the usefulness of the
community software to be tested in this arena.

Lessons Learnt from the Seminar

Technical Issues
ß Technical problems with the servers point to the need for

close technical support at such events
ß The event demonstrated technical support issues regarding

online work that can now be addressed
Community Environment
ß The Online community structure and navigation worked well

and there was little evidence of attendees having difficulties in
finding their contributory items.

ß The community hotseat format is useful to collate thoughts on
given ideas and to capture practitioners’ experience.

ß The brainstorm tool is a useful electronic flip chart
ß The online element proved to be useful in spreading the

discussion around a greater number than is normal. More
voices were heard and opinions recorded than is usual in
group work, which is frequently dominated by a few
individuals.

ß The use of computers, wireless technology and community
software in the seminar format supported attendees but its
use raised equally strong pro and anti feelings

ß It would have been useful to ask every attendee to have
logged into the online community and posted some of their

thoughts before attending the seminar. Although the
conference had been running not all seminar attendees had
been on the online conference.

ß Think login clearance should be part of the seminar
registration procedure and not part of the seminar
proceedings

ß It was an error to drop the hotseat item from the afternoon
session. It has left the session, which was very rich in
discussion, looking fairly stark. These missed contributions
could be important for any future online debate.

Organizational Issues
ß Perhaps too much time, in total two hours, was allocated to

formal lecture. This could have been structured more towards
shorter formal input with more emphasis on discussion and
capturing practitioners’ opinions.

ß More time needed to be allocated to discussion, reflection and
contribution to the online forum

Team Training
ß The NCSL research team, who facilitated the seminar

sessions, would have benefited from prior training on the
Think tools and earlier information on community layout and
the contributory items.

General
ß The Online communities are a valuable source of active,

informed, committed head teachers who can be directed to-
wards the college research facilities

ß The Online conference format is a valuable way of integrating
college registered personnel and providing a cross-fertilization
platform across the major communities

ß This innovative use of online community software as a
seminar tool was a departure for seminar attendees.
Alienation and elation were equally evident among attendees.
Perhaps greater attention to explanation of the medium would
have alleviated some attendees’ fears.



                                                                                           

Recommendations
We recommend that:
ß The Online Conference format be extended to school leaders

beyond national boundaries.
ß The college should aim to run two conferences each year

using this model
ß Conference guests should be highly prominent in their field to

engender sufficient interest and momentum to the activity
ß The college continues to engage in further research in order

to explore and hone the effective use of computers, wireless
technology and community software to enhance both the
traditional seminar format as well as explore innovative
means of delivering online seminars.

ß The college continues to extend its research into the
innovative use of the online technologies e.g. web broadcast
technology, thereby ensuring that it builds a reputation for
leading edge activity.

ß Future planned seminars apply these techniques in order to
further hone the model.

Conclusion
Leading edge and innovative online work inevitably involves risk
taking. We thank the college for its excellent support for this work in
researching the innovative use of online activities to enhance the
face-to-face seminar experience. This has the benefit of allowing the
seminar attendees’ rich experience to be captured more fully, and
potentially extends access to this knowledge exponentially.

The last word comes from an online conference contribution:
“I've had such fun this week exploring think.com and the

conference. Lots to think, say and do. Thank you.”
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